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Background: Scalp reconstruction has always been a challenging problem after oncological resection. 
Advanced surgical techniques can reconstruct any defects, but there are a large number of patients who 
cannot benefit from surgery for immature strategies. The authors here describe an algorithm for selecting 
the best reconstructive categories and minimizing complications according to the surgical defect of scalp 
tumors.
Methods: A single-institution retrospective review was conducted that included 173 patients with scalp 
tumors treated with surgery followed by reconstruction. Patients were identified by tumor type and nature; 
the location of scalp defect, size, and depth; the types of reconstructions and surgical. A systematic algorithm 
was developed according to our findings and current literature.
Results: Small defects (≤4 cm2) could be closed by primary closure. Medium defects (4–30 cm2) were 
reconstructed by local flaps. We routinely used skin graft for significant surgical defects (30–90 cm2). And 
the tumor’s location did not have an impact on reconstructive categories of above three types of defects. 
Free flaps should reconstruct very large-sized defects (>90 cm2) in frontal, temporal, and vertex locations 
while pedicle flaps suited for occipital defects due to its anatomic vicinity. The reconstruction algorithm 
of recurrent disease was like the management in primary tumors except for the medium size defect in the 
occipital region that was primarily reconstructed by a skin graft. Multiple free flaps reconstruction is the best 
possibility for total scalp resection. Free flap reconstruction is used mainly for composite resection of the 
scalp, calvarium, and dura.
Conclusions: Successful scalp reconstruction requires careful preoperative assessment, flexible and 
precisely intraoperative management. The algorithm based on defect size, depth, and location can supply 
some degree of guidelines when considering choosing suitable reconstructive procedures.
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Introduction

The scalp is the thickest skin in the human body, covering 
the pericardium and not only playing an essential role in 
appearance but also further protecting the intracranial 
structures. Scalp carcinomas derive from the skin and can 
invade adjacent, particularly deep calvarium structures. As 
the most effective treatment, surgery undoubtedly results 
in the scalp defect. There are a substantial number of 
modern surgical techniques, including primary closure, 
local flap, skin graft, pedicle flap, and free flap, which help 
to reconstruct surgical defect satisfactorily. Nevertheless, 
the reconstruction of the scalp still is challenging because of 
the convexity of the underlying skull and the fixing of scalp 
layers, which leads to a small defect hard to close (1-3).

Meanwhile, the defect following radical resection of the 
malignancy is characterized by irregular shape and exposure 
of the inner structures. One-stage reconstruction can result 
in the ideal functional and aesthetic outcome and avoid 
intractable complications, such as delayed wound healing, 
infection, and cerebrospinal fluid leakage. However, the 
reconstructive procedures are based on a negative surgical 
margin bringing challenges to preoperative planning. 
Although various literatures reported clear reconstructive 
guidelines, there are very scarce systematic data about 
scalp carcinomas. The majority of published literature 
recommended the types of reconstructions were based on 
the attempt to obtain negative surgical margins; it is scarce 
of the systemic guidelines for various scalp defects following 
radical surgical resections.

Our retrospective study aims to extract the findings from 
our experience and develops a reconstructive algorithm of 
one-stage scalp reconstruction for scalp malignancies.

Methods

We retrospectively reviewed patients with diagnoses of 
scalp malignancies and underwent curative attempted 
surgeries from November 2002 to February 2018 at the 
Head and Neck Surgery Department, Si Chuan Cancer 
Hospital. Patients who could not tolerate surgery or had 
distant metastatic disease were excluded. Preoperative head 
CT and/or MRI were used to assess the tumor’s extension... 

All tumors histopathology specimens and resection margins 
status were recorded. The operative spectrum for scalp 
reconstruction included primary closure, local flap, skin 
graft, pedicle flap, and free flap.

After referring to the classification of 3 references about 
scalp defect (4-6), We reclassified defect sizes as small  
(≤4 cm2), defect (4–30 cm2), large (30–90 cm2), extra-large 
(>90 cm2) and total scalp defect. The defect size was equal 
to the long axis multiple the longest axis perpendicular to 
the long axis. Defect depth was pathologic measurements 
defined as partial-thickness, full-thickness of the scalp, and 
calvarium or/and dura defect. Tumor nature was defined 
as primary or recurrent disease. Data of tumor nature, 
scalp defect location, size, and depth, and reconstructive 
procedures were collected and analyzed retrospectively. 
An algorithm consisted of five reconstruction techniques 
according to various disease and surgical defect scenarios. 
The technologies of adjacent tissue expanding, vacuum 
therapy, and integra dermal regeneration template were not 
included in the algorithm because those were considered as 
a two-step procedure.

Results

A total of 173 patients were included. Eighty-nine patients 
were males, and 84 were females. The age ranged from 11 
to 96, with a mean age of 62.1 years old. Histopathology 
consisted with squamous cell carcinoma (n=95, 54.9%), 
basal cell carcinoma (n=42, 24.3%), sarcoma (n=26, 15.0%), 
melanoma (n=6, 3.5%), adenocarcinoma (n=2, 1.2%) and 
ductal carcinoma (n=2, 1.2%). There were no intraoperative 
complications or surgery associated with mortality. Thirteen 
patients developed postoperative wound complications 
(7.5%). Eight patients developed a single complication, and 
the rest of the 5 patients had complex complications. The 
characteristics of patients and are presented in Table 1. The 
distribution of scalp defect size and depth and the relation 
between scalp defect and reconstructive methods is the list 
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Primary closure

A total of 22 cases underwent primary closure of the defects. 
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Table 1 The characteristics of patients

Characteristics Partial-thickness defect (n=99) Full-thickness defect (n=69) scalp, calvarium and dura defect (n=5)

Sex

Male 47 39 3

Female 52 30 2

Age (year)

<65 44 34 5

≥65 55 35 0

Tumor type

SCC 43 48 4

BCC 35 7 0

Sarcoma 15 10 1

Melanoma 4 2 0

Ductal carcinoma 0 2 0

Adenocarcinoma 2 0 0

Tumor nature

Primary 70 38 2

Recurrence 29 31 3

Defect location

Frontal 14 13 0

Temporal 36 2 0

Vertex 35 42 4

Occipital 14 12 0

Total 0 0 1

Reconstruction category

Primary closure 21 1 0

Skin graft 26 50 0

Local flap 49 10 0

Pedicle flap 3 6 0

Free flap 0 2 5

Complications

Healing disorder 0 10 2

Infection 0 3 0

Tissue necrosis 0 1 0

Cerebrospinal fluid leakage 0 0 2
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Table 3 The relation between scalp defect and reconstructive methods

Defect size Primary closure (n=22) Local flap (n=59) Skin graft (n=76) Pedicle flap (n=9) Free flap (n=7)

Small 18 3 2 0 0

Medium 4 55 38 1 0

Large 0 1 32 6 1

Extra large 0 0 4 2 5

Total scalp 0 0 0 0 1

Table 2 The distribution of scalp defect size and depth

Defect size Partial-thickness defect (n=99) Full-thickness defect (n=69) scalp, calvarium and dura defect (n=5)

Small 19 4 0

Medium 66 32 0

Large 13 27 0

Extra large 1 6 4

Total scalp 0 0 1

The average defect size was 3.9 cm2 (range, 2.0 to 9.0 cm2). 
Twenty of these defects were partial-thickness, and 1 was 
full-thickness of the scalp. The primary closure was the 
most straightforward technique with short operating time, 
and less likely to cause surgical complications. It would 
bring the best cosmetic and cost-effectiveness results at the 
same time.

Nevertheless, with the increase of defect size, the primary 
closure procedure becomes more challenging. The limit 
of mobilization of residual scalp makes the wound more in 
tension. For a sizeable surgical defect, there is an increased 
risk of wound dehiscence and local tissue ischemia, no 
matter the depth of the surgical defect. Although there 
are subtle differences in the loose and tight scalp when we 
perform the reconstruction, the tension-free closure can be 
achieved through a proper dissection and loosen the scalp. 
So, the defect size plays a vital role in this surgical technique 
rather than defect depth and location.

Local flap

A total of 59 reconstructions were performed with local 
flaps. The average defect size was 15.0 cm2 (range, 4.0 to 
56.0 cm2). Forty-nine of defects were partial-thickness, 
and 10 were full-thickness. Our experience showed that 
rotated local scalp tissue is the best technique to close the 

defect. If we could not close the surgical defect directly, the 
local flaps would be the next consideration. Advanced flap 
(Figure 1) and rotated flap (Figure 2) were the main surgical 
techniques. In the loose area of the scalp, it was easy to 
close these defects by either advanced or rotated flaps, even 
with a deep defect to calvarium or dura.

Nevertheless, in the tight scalp area, the advanced flap 
reconstruction could not work well owing to the inelastic 
nature even if the defect were small. Instead, we favored 
to rotated flap reconstruction or combination of advanced 
and rotated flaps both. Three patients displayed surgical 
complications due to the tension of wound closure. One of 
them was wound healing disorder, and the other two were 
wound infection. All these healed by dressing change and 
wound care.

Skin graft

A total of 76 reconstructions were performed with skin 
grafts. The average defect size was 37.0 cm2 (range, 4.0 to 
168.0 cm2). Twenty-six of defects were partial-thickness, 
and 50 were full-thickness. The procedure of skin grafts was 
as easy as primary closure.

Furthermore, it could cover the full size of surgical 
defects. However, harvesting a skin would create a new 
tissue defect, cosmetic and functional outcomes are often 
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Figure 1 Local flap in a 43-year-old male with fusocellular sarcoma. The full-thickness defect with a medium-size at the vertex (A). The 
planning of advancement flap (B). The appearance of reconstruction (C). The postoperative appearance of three months (D).
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C

Figure 2 Local flap in a 42-year-old male with squamous cell carcinoma. The location of the tumor and the preoperative planning of 
rotation flap (A). The postoperative appearance of six months (B).

BA

considerably less satisfactory. The blood supply in the scalp 
tissue is the key to skin graft survival. When the defects 
are full-thickness, we would burr and drilling small holes 
of the outer table of the calvaria (Figure 3) in order to 

create a better blood supply to the skin graft. There were 
no significant complications saw except only 1 massive 
skin graft necrosis, 1 wound infection, and 4 other types of 
wound healing problems.
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Figure 3 Skin graft in a 64-year-old male with squamous cell carcinoma. The location of the tumor at the vertex (A). The full-thickness 
defect with 56 cm2 after radical resection (B). The skin coverage after drilling of the outer table of calvarium (C). The postoperative 
appearance of six months (D).
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D
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C

Pedicle flap

There was 9 pedicle flap reconstruction performed 
in the cohort. The average defect size in pedicle flap 
reconstruction was 56.9 cm2 (range, 30 to 95 cm2). Three of 
the defects were partial-thickness, and 6 were full-thickness. 
The pedicle flap reconstructions included temporoparietal 
fascia flap, trapezius flap (Figure 4), and the latissimus dorsi 
musculocutaneous flap.

Free flap

There were 7 cases reconstructed with free flaps. The 
defects ranged from 90 to 400 cm2, consisting of 1 
significant defect, 5 extra-large defects, and 1 total scalp 
defect. The defects of 2 cases were full-thickness, and the 
others included the defect of scalp, calvarium, and dura. 
Two cases were reconstructed with radial forearm flap 
(Figure 5) and anterolateral thigh flap in 6 cases (Figures 6,7). 
The average size of a single flap was 124.0 cm2 (range, 90 
to 200 cm2). Vascular supplies in recipient and donor sites 
were evaluated preoperatively by Doppler ultrasound. The 
superficial temporal artery and vein were anastomosed as 
the recipient’s vessel. Two patients suffered from the defect 
of scalp, calvarium, and dura underwent the recipient site 

complications of wound healing disorder and cerebrospinal 
fluid leakage. Proper intracranial pressure control and 
careful wound care are the keys to reduce potential 
postoperative complications. There were no significant 
complications in the donor site. All donor sites were 
primarily closed except two cases with split-thickness skin 
grafting in the radial forearm donor sites.

Algorithm

An algorithm based on defect size, depth, location, and five 
reconstructive methods was set up (Figures 8-10).

Discussion

Radical resection is the most fundamental curative way, 
improving prognosis and lay the foundation for adjuvant 
therapies. We have matured reconstructive skills and 
advanced materials, but the knowledge about reconstructive 
options is limited, and the evaluation of the tumor and 
physical condition is insufficient.

We can generally found from our findings (Tables 2 and 3) 
that the smaller the defects were, the few layers of the scalp 
the tumors invaded. And with the growth of tumors, the 
defects were more complex, including not only the size but 
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Figure 5 Free flap in a 68-year-old male with squamous cell carcinoma. The full-thickness defect at the vertex with 90 cm2 after radical 
resection (A). The harvest of the radial forearm flap (B). The postoperative appearance of two weeks (C).

Figure 4 Multiple local flaps in an 11-year-old child with dermatofibrosarcoma protuberan. The partial-thickness defect with 60 cm2 at the 
vertex (A). The planning of multiple rotation flaps (B). The appearance of reconstruction (C). The postoperative appearance of two months 
(D). The postoperative appearance of six months (E).

B

B

A

A

A

B CA

also the depth and even some inner structures destroyed. 
The simplest methods matched simple defects, mostly for 
functional and cosmetic goals. The complex defects should 
take account for complex reconstructive procedures for 
functional purposes primarily, and some cases were only 
suitable for simple methods for lower complications risks.

The algorithm for primary malignant oncologic scalp 
reconstruction

Primary closure should always be considered first for the 
small defects for its cosmetic outcome and minimal healing 
time. If the strain of skin exists, slight subgaleal dissection 
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Figure 6 Free flap in a 47-year-old male with recurrent squamous cell carcinoma. The location of the tumor at the vertex (A). The CT 
showed superior sagittal sinus, partial calvarium, and full-thickness scalp was invaded (B). The defect with 140 cm2 after radical resection (C). 
The harvest of anterolateral thigh flap (D). The reconstruction of dura and calvarium with fascia lata and titanium mesh (E). The harvest of 
anterolateral thigh flap (F). The postoperative appearance of three weeks (G).

B

F

C

G

D

A

E

is necessary. When the strain is intense in some full-
thickness defects, or primary closure still cannot achieve 
with considerable undermining, we usually give priority to 
local flaps. Local flaps are routinely used to repair medium 
defects as either advancement flaps, transporting flaps, 
or rotational flaps. Even if more substantial amounts of 
undermining must achieve flaps mobility, the donor site 
can provide the best match in thickness, color, texture, 
and sensation. However, the procedure of local flaps 
must consider the histopathology of the tumor, possible 
defect area and the laxity of adjacent tissues. If there are 
some difficulties for young or unexperienced doctors in 
flap planning, they can choose skin grafts, with smooth 
conducting and fewer complications. When the defect is 
more than 30 cm2, single local flap can rarely succeed. If 

we insist use a local flap, larger or multiple ones must be 
used, and anatomy and vascular territories should evaluate 
preoperatively. Even if well preparation has been done, the 
tension and extensive undermining of flaps undoubtfully 
increase the risk of infection, healing delay and wound 
dehiscence. What is worse, the attention should be 
strengthened on vascular trunk entering the scalp, avoiding 
when some patients need to perform the lateral dissection. 
We do not recommend local flaps for the significant 
defect unless the aesthetic preference. A skin graft is a 
constructive method of quick, easy, and safe, supplying 
coverage to defects directly without other elements. This 
makes it an outstanding possibility for the reconstruction of 
more substantial defects after oncologic and nononcologic 
resection.
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Figure 7 Double Free flaps in a 29-year-old male with repeated recurrent dermatofibrosarcoma protuberan. The preoperative appearance 
with multi-located recurrent dermatofibrosarcoma protuberan after three times surgical resection (A). The PET/CT showed near-total 
scalp, part calvarium, and the dura was invaded without distant metastasis (B). The reconstruction of dura and calvarium with fascia lata 
and titanium mesh (C). The harvest of bilateral anterolateral thigh flap (D). The reconstruction of the total scalp for 400 cm2 (E). The 
appearance of three months after radiotherapy (F). The MRI of six months after comprehensive therapy showed there was no significant 
tumor relapse (G).
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However, some authors hold the opinion that this 
reconstructive method usually results in a suboptimal 
cosmetic outcome and may not be as durable as autologous 
skin (7). Practically, we find the grafting in parietal and 
temporal parts can be shaded by the adjacent hair and 
which locate in occipital part can also be covered by long 
hair, especially in women’s. For some patients bald or barely 

hair, the skin will not have any influence on appearance. 
However, some worries that skin graft can only survive 
if pericranium or galea exists after radical resection (8). 
The cranial bone itself does not own a vascular bed to 
provide enough blood supply. Some manipulations such 
as drilling, chiseling, milling, burring, or carbon dioxide 
laser help remove portions of the outer table to promoting 
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Figure 8 The algorithm for primary malignant oncologic scalp reconstruction.

Figure 9 The algorithm for recurrent malignant oncologic scalp reconstruction.
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Figure 10 The algorithm for scalp, calvarium and dura defect reconstruction.

granulation tissue formatting for the survival of grafting 
skin (9-11). And the risk of dura or intradural structures 
injury is minimal with these manipulation techniques (12).

In terms of the blood supply in significant full-thickness 
defects, pedicle flaps with flexible structure and robust 
vascular supply near defects could rotate to cover the cranial 
bone. Temporoparietal fascia flap, based on the branches 
of the superficial temporal artery, is a versatile method to 
repair defects in frontal, parietal, and temporal areas, but 
the use of this method must combine with a split-thickness 
skin graft to protect deep layers (13-15). And because of 
its limited length of the pedicle, distal occipital defects can 
choose lower-region trapezius flap and the latissimus dorsi 
musculocutaneous flap (16,17). Theoretically, trapezius and 
latissimus dorsi flaps have a very long-dominant vascular 
pedicle which generally can reach any region of the scalp, 
and does not need skin graft as temporoparietal fascia flap 
dose (8,16). However, to reconstruct the frontal, temporal, 
and vertex defects, overstretched pedicle and gravity owing 
to the transfer of flap location decrease blood flow volume 
and velocity, leading to ischemia at the distal part of the flap 
quickly. And the pedicle flap itself leads to one more area 
defect and cause increased morbidity. Thus, the pedicle 
flap is a practical alternative for significant scalp defects. 
Among them, temporoparietal fascia flap is suitable for the 
full-thickness defect in frontal, vertex and temporal areas, 
and trapezius flap and latissimus dorsi musculocutaneous 

flap can usually be chosen for both part and full-thickness 
defects in the posterior scalp.

When the defect is more than 90 cm2, part necrosis of 
grafting skin will often happen if it is used. Furthermore, 
the abundant mount harvest of the skin increases the 
complications of donor sites at the same time. A more size 
and safe method should be considered. Free flaps have the 
bulk of vascularized tissues that can be designed to match 
the defects nicely. The microsurgical vessel anastomosis 
guarantee flap safety and recovery after surgery. Popular 
flaps options include anterolateral thigh flap, radial forearm 
flap, latissimus dorsi flap, omental flap, rectus abdominis 
flap, and scapular flap (18-21). Our overall flap success 
rate was 100%, with the mean size of 124.0 cm2 exceeding 
90 cm2 easily, supplying satisfied outcomes. However, 
it should be noted that the redundant subcutaneous 
tissues may result in poor scalp shape, and this is also the 
main factor influencing healing. There are some factors 
such as elder age, short surgical preparation, inadequate 
quality of recipient’s vessels, cardiopulmonary diseases, 
and nonproficiency in microsurgery affect flap choosing 
and even surviving. Some reconstructions conservative, 
stable, and uncomplicated should ensure the surgery if 
patients were unable to tolerate free flap transfer. As we 
mentioned above, skin graft, popular in head and neck 
region with broad indications and scarcely restricted by 
defect size, could be the alternative for extra-large defects, 
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especially in frontal, vertex and temporal areas. However, 
we do not recommend free flap transfer as the first option 
for the occipital part unless the pedicle is long enough to 
anastomose with vessels in tempora or neck. Therefore, the 
pedicle flap, such as trapezius and latissimus dorsi, still can 
make full use of their abundant tissues and long pedicles in 
extra-large defects.

The algorithm for recurrent malignant oncologic scalp 
reconstruction

The patients who presented to our hospital for recurrent 
surgery required complex reconstructions. These patients 
undergone an earlier surgical procedure or radiation 
therapy bring challenges to reconstruction. This is because 
significant fibrosis and scarring increase tension, decrease 
available scalp, and delay healing. The small defect can 
mostly close directly by large subgaleal undermine.

Nevertheless, with the enlarging of defect size, repeated 
recurrence should be on alert. We recommend skin graft as 
the first option instead of a local flap owing to its detecting 
tumor recurrence earlier than any flap reconstruction 
without significant function damage (22,23). The use of 
local flap is restricted by excessive tension and limited 
adjacent scalp. It is not the mainstream compared with 
primary treatment.

We can find there is no noticeable difference in the 
reconstruction choice of extra-large defects between 
primary and recurrent tumors. Flaps with a large number of 
tissues and reliable blood supply are the key to ensure the 
functionality of the scalp.

When the recurrent carcinoma spreads over the scalp, 
the whole scalp must be resected for oncological radicals. 
Multiple flaps combinations are reported for the complex 
reconstruction, including free anterolateral thigh and 
latissimus dorsi flaps, bilateral free anterolateral thigh 
flap, serratus anterior, and latissimus dorsi flaps, bilateral 
latissimus dorsi flap (24-26) to protect the calvarium or 
even the inner structure. Additionally, some single free flaps 
also have worked in the total scalp defect. Hussussian et al. 
used a combination of free latissimus dorsi muscle and split-
thickness skin graft for coverage of 900 cm2 (27). Labow  
et al. used a combination of split-thickness skin graft 
and free omentum, latissimus dorsi muscle, or rectus 
abdominous muscle to reconstructive total scalp defect (28).  
Although we can get enough size from the single free 
flap, one or multiple split-thickness skin harvest is bound 
to increase the secondary donor site complications. And 

the extensive free flap with one pedicle may not supply 
reliable blood for some cases. Therefore, the complications 
including infection wound dehiscence, split-thickness skin 
graft loss, were far more common (28,29). Double free 
flaps were separated with two vessels and the flaps solve 
the insufficient blood supply effectively and every flap can 
harvest at a proper size, decreasing the tension for donor 
site primary closure.

The algorithm for scalp, calvarium and dura defect 
reconstruction

The large infiltrating or long-history recurrent tumor 
often invades not only the scalp but the inner tissues 
such as calvarium, dura, and brain. Once the oncological 
resection involves a craniectomy and durotomy, the defects 
will become more complex. A single-stage reconstruction 
should consider not only the scalp but also inner structures. 
Free flaps are useful to reconstruct the intractable due 
to their abundant tissue and vascularity (30). Dura plays 
an imperative role in eliminating dead space. For dura 
reconstruction, synthetic artificial materials, and autologous 
fascia are widely used (31,32). However, there are some 
reports about the infection of alloplastic materials (33). 
Once the intracranial infection happened, the antibiotic 
therapy alone is inadequate, a second surgery with enough 
debridement and removal of alien materials is needed. 
Compared with it, autologous fascia has lower complications 
rate (deep structures infection and cerebrospinal fluid leak) 
and cost to surgery and hospital stay (34,35). The fascia lata 
is the most common autograft. And ALT flap can supply the 
advantage of customizable size fascia lata for dural defect, 
which lends preference to the scalp, calvarium, and dura 
defect (36). Although the defect of the cranial, dura, or even 
both of them do not influence the choice of the free flap 
for reconstruction (37), we should be familiar with every 
common free flap and its harvest procedure for choosing 
the most suitable one for safety and function.

Conclusions

The oncologic radicality directly affects patient survival, 
and any reconstruction is based on radical resection. 
Modern reconstructive categories and technologies allow 
one-stage of reconstruction of any extent of malignant 
scalp tumor. However, successful reconstruction depends 
on a comprehensive understanding of scalp anatomy and 
adequate preoperative planning. The presented algorithm 
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is intended to guide scalp reconstruction varying in size, 
depth, and location to offer patients the best outcomes.
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